
Must-haves for a simpler experience

4 out of 5
consumers surveyed said they want 
a digital platform to manage both 
their care and benefits²

25%

of consumers reported deferring 
health care, which may lead to 
worse health outcomes⁴

75%

of surveyed adults said they are either 
“very” or “somewhat” worried about 
being able to afford health care⁶

91%

of surveyed consumers indicated they 
would change their health care behavior 
for as little as a $25 incentive⁸

Up to 

2–4%
in medical total cost of care savings 
for employers with enhanced 
UnitedHealthcare Advocacy⁵

31%
increase in  
UnitedHealthcare® app  
usage from 2022–2023³

43%
lower out-of-pocket costs 
when members can see costs 
in advance with the Surest® 
health plan⁷

3X
more UnitedHealthcare app 
visits among participants in 
UnitedHealthcare Rewards⁹

• 1:1 support to help members make 
more informed choices

• Referrals to appropriate clinical, 
wellness and community programs

• Health plan designs that offer greater 
visibility into costs and eliminate 
deductibles and coinsurance

• Programs built to support members 
when unexpected medical bills or 
situations arise

• More connected experience, with 
member care, benefits and claims 
information all in one place

• Personalized care recommendations 
based on a member’s benefits package 
and preferences

• Wellness programs that encourage 
healthier lifestyles and drive employee 
engagement 

• Rewards dollars for completing healthy 
actions that members can use toward 
health care expenses

Compassionate  
support

Cost clarity and  
financial support

Retail-inspired  
digital tools

Rewards and  
incentives

Great 
expectations
Answering the call for a simpler, personalized 
and connected member experience 

Nearly 50% of surveyed consumers said that the quality of service 
or support is a factor in where they choose to do business.¹  
It’s clear today’s consumers expect a great experience.

That’s why UnitedHealthcare is focused on delivering solutions 
and support designed to help make care simpler and more 
personalized — like the kind of experiences members have  
with many of the services they use every day.

To learn more, contact your broker,  
consultant or UnitedHealthcare representative



See how UnitedHealthcare digital tools and other solutions work together to help Steven navigate the health system 
after injuring his back during a basketball game.

What does a better member experience look like? 
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5 actions employers can take 

of members who used 
our cost estimation 
tool received health 
care services at a 
below-average cost3

available UHC Hub™ 
vendors to complement 
UnitedHealthcare solutions, 
including a virtual physical 
therapy solution

of first-time UHC 
Rewards participants 
earned a reward1094%49% 23    

 1  2  3  4  5
On the UnitedHealthcare app,  
Steven can see all his 
personalized health plan 
information and search for  
care options

Before making an appointment, 
he compares 4 network 
providers at once, including cost 
estimates and ratings/reviews

Steven can track his claim 
status after his provider visit 
and pay the claim directly from 
the UnitedHealthcare app  
or myuhc.com®

An Advocate calls to check up on 
Steven and refers him to a virtual 
physical therapy solution since 
in-person visits don’t fit well with 
his schedule

To help with his recovery, Steven 
enrolls in a wellness program 
where he can earn incentives for 
reaching certain fitness goals that 
can then be used toward his health 
care expenses

Work with a carrier or  
vendor that prioritizes  
member experience,  

especially its  
digital experience

Invest in advocacy programs  
that have the potential  

to reduce costs, improve  
health outcomes and  
simplify experiences

Consider opportunities  
to make the cost of  
health care more  

transparent and affordable  
for employees

Ensure your carrier  
offers a network that  

prioritizes quality providers,  
broad access and  

cost efficiency

Offer rewards and  
incentive programs  

designed to help move  
the needle on 

 health outcomes
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